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Introduction
The human kinome is encoded by 518 genes (1) that play a fundamental role in the propagation 
and integration of cell signaling events coordinating essential biological processes such as 
chemotaxis, metabolism, differentiation and proliferation.  Dysregulation of kinase expression 
and activity plays a critical role in human disease with > 55 kinase inhibitors in the clinic or late 
stage trials. It is now apparent that kinase inhibitor resistance is, in part, due to an adaptive 
response involving multiple classes of kinases. Yet, it remains challenging to comprehensively 
quantify cellular kinase levels (e.g. copy number/ cell). Targeted mass spectrometry and high 
performance liquid chromatography (LC-MS) with enrichment methods (e.g. multi-inhibitor 
beads) has been used to quantify a large sub-set of kinases and has been used to measure pan-
kinome responses to drug treatments (2). Stable isotope dilution mass spectrometry is a 
promising approach for comprehensive quantification of kinome protein expression by using at 
least two surrogate proteotypic peptides/kinase. We report a single LC-MS assay that 
reproducibly quantifies 976 stable isotope labeled peptides for 367 kinases in a single LC-MS 
analysis. We used a new internal standard-triggered acquisition method that reduces a number 
of issues associated with targeted LC-MS and provides more reproducible and sensitive 
measurements for high-multiplex peptide-based assays.

The 976 isotope labeled peptide standards that corresponded to 367 human kinases were 
synthesized by New England Peptide. The peptides were separated on an Easy nLC 1200 pump in 
direct inject configuration with a PepMap C18 column (75mm x 15cm) using a 90min gradient at 
300nL/min. The MS analysis was performed on an Orbitrap Exploris 480 instrument.  Initially, 
standard peptides in solvent were analyzed for creation of a spectral library, followed by 
construction of a custom SureQuant instrument method.  The optimized SureQuant assay was 
then applied to quantification of kinase expression in 1.5mg SUM159 whole cell tryptic digest 
that included 150 fmol of the internal standard mixture.

Results

Using an optimized SureQuant method, we identified 960 of the 976 internal standard peptides 
from 367 kinases from a single 90 min LC-MS analysis. The LC-MS quantification of kinases usually 
requires an enrichment step with broadly specific, ATP competitive kinase inhibitors immobilized 
on Sepharose beads (e.g. MIBs and kinobeads). Using the optimized SureQuant method, we could 
quantify 650 peptides from 317 kinases in un-enriched, single shot LC-MS analysis of tryptic 
digests of whole cell lysates. This represents a significant increase in throughput compared to 
scheduled PRM based quantitation using 8-minute windows, which requires 3 2hr LC-MS analyses 
to cover the same panel in an enriched sample.  In contrast, we find fewer than 90 kinases in 
unenriched sample by PRM on a Q-Exactive instrument.

Figure 1. Method development workflow for the discovery phase of the kinome-
specific high purity peptide panel.

Conclusions
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Future Work

Figure 4. Plot showing cycle times for 960 peptides targeted using the SureQuant method.
For peak widths of 20sec, most targets can be sampled with > 4 datapoints.

• SureQuant method developed on Exploris 480 for detection of 960 kinome targets

• Approximately 650 endogenous targets quantified from 1.5 ug of SUM159 sample

• Precision of measurements is excellent; median CV=7.3%

• In principle, SureQuant analysis of high-density kinome panels is feasible in a single 
analysis

• Further optimization to improve detectability and quantitation of missing targets
• Optimized chromatography and column selection to improve sampling
• Higher injection amounts (>2 ug) may allow additional detection of lower abundance 

endogenous targets

Figure 5. Bar chart showing numbers on internal standard peptides (blue) and
endogenous peptides (green) observed during triplicate SureQuant experiments using
unfractionated SUM159 cell digest.
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SureQuant Method Development

1. Target Selection and Library Building

• Verify detection and build spectral library for all internal standards and select optimal  

fragment ions for SureQuant method creation

2. Survey Run on Test Sample

• Verify detection of internal standards and fragmentation patterns in matrix of interest

• Determine intensity response of internal standards

• Adjustment of SureQuant method (MS1 triggering intensity threshold) based on survey run

3. SureQuant Analysis of test sample

• Verify sampling rate, evaluate detection/triggering of internal standards , evaluate detection 
of endogenous peptides

• Evaluate CVs

Vial 1 Pure Peptides ~100 fmol Survey analysis Library building

Vial 2 IS + Sample ~150 fmol + 1.5 ug sample Survey analysis Triggering Thresholds

Vial 2 IS + Sample ~150 fmol + 1.5 ug sample SureQuant analysis Quantification of targets

Vial 2 IS + Sample ~150 fmol + 1.5 ug sample SureQuant analysis

Vial 2 IS + Sample ~150 fmol + 1.5 ug sample SureQuant analysis

Figure 7. Scatterplot showing estimated endogenous fmol levels observed for 452
peptides from 255 kinases (CV<30%). Estimated kinase abundance in unfractionated
SUM159 digest ranged from 18amol to 115fmol per 7,500 cells (1.5mg digest).

Figure 2. Method development workflow and sample composition for generation of
SureQuant assay for 976 isotope labeled peptides.

Figure 3. Outline of Targeted Mass Trigger decision tree. Grouping targets by charge
state and isotope label type facilitates SureQuant method generation (3).

Figure 6. Bar chart showing distribution of CVs determined from triplicate SureQuant
experiments using Skyline software.


